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ABSTRACT
The composite damping characteristics of a viscoelastic sandwich
beam are investigated. The sandwich consists of an elastic central
layer coated on both sides with a viscoelastic material and two outer
layers made out of the same material as the central layer. The
composite beam is investigated for damping effectiveness. As in the
work of DiTaranto and Kerwin, and also Mead, the energy dissipation
due to the vibratory motion of the system is assumed to take place
due to the shear deformation of the viscoelastic layer only. The
assumption that the outer layers do not stretch or contract during
bending, further enhances the composite system's ability to dissipate
energy in shear. The assumptions used lead to a fourth order
differential equation of motion as opposed to the customary sixth
order equation derived in the literature. A closed form solution to
the problem of vibration of the composite beam under no load is
obtained. A set of boundary conditions are derived using the energy
method.
The analytical solution is also shown to reduce to that of an
equivalent elastic beam under the same conditions when the
viscoelastic term is removed by setting the shear modulus equal to
zero. When the same process is used on the composite beam
characteristic equation, the result is identical to the frequency
equation of an elastic beam.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Surface damping treatments have been used to solve a variety of
vibration problems, and in particular when dealing with unwanted
resonance noise in sheet metal aircraft structures. These treatments
can often be used with today's existing structures be they slated for
"high tech" environments such as supersonic jets or "low tech"
environments such as a machinery in a manufacturing factory. These
surface damping treatments are capable of providing high damping
effectiveness over wide ranges of temperature, frequencies, and other
parameters that may be affecting the effectiveness of these
materials. There are two global types of surface treatments which
are classified according to whether the damping material is subjected
to extensional or shear deformation.
Surface damping treatments are used in a variety of ways. The most
popular way is the sandwich method. This method consists of either
having a viscoelastic core with two outside elastic layers, or an
elastic core with viscoelastic layers on one or both sides of the
elastic layer. The case of alternating layers of elastic and
viscoelastic materials has also received much attention in the
literature. When an elastic outer layer is used, the method is
referred to as the shear type, while in the case of viscoelastic
treatment only, the method is referred to as the unconstrained
damping method. Nashif [1] reports that for a given weight, the
1
shear type of damping treatment is more efficient than the
unconstrained layer damping treatment. He further asserts that the
efficiency of the shear type damping treatment is balanced by a
greater complication in analysis and application.
The shear type treatment is obtained by adding constraining
layers to the unconstrained configuration. These constraining layers
mayor may not be of similar materials as the central layer. The
addition of the constraining layer forces the viscoelastic layer to
deform in shear. The shear deformation is the mechanism by which
energy is dissipated and greater damping efficiencies are achieved.
This paper investigates the damping effectiveness in the lateral
vibration of a viscoelastically layered beam. The sandwich beam is
composed of an elastic core, symmetrically coated with a viscoelastic
layer, arid thin elastic constraining layers. The analysis is based
on the fact that there are no loads applied to the composite beam.
In this case, it is assumed that the normal force acting on the
viscoelastic layer may be neglected, since it is small compared to
the normal forces acting on the elastic layers. Also, the damping
is due to the shearing of the viscoelastic material, since the
modulus of elasticity of the viscoelastic material is several orders
of magnitude lower than that of the elastic layers. This is
equivalent to assuming that the constraining layers are not stretched
or compressed during bending, and that the lengths of the neutral
axes of the central and constraining layers are of identical shape
during bending. These assumptions lead to the derivation of a fourth
2
order differential equation of motion in lieu of the customary sixth
order equation derived in the literature [3]. Upon removal of the
above simplifying assumptions, a sixth order equation 1s obtained.
To facilitate an exact solution to the mathematical model, a
suitable set of boundary conditions is derived using the energy
method. The differential equation is solved using the Laplace
transform method. A closed form solution of the ensuing boundary
value problem is obtained. This solution is shown to reduce to that
corresponding to an elastic beam upon removal of the viscoelastic
term by setting the shear modulus equal to zero. The characteristic
equation and its roots are shown to be identical to the elastic case,
as given in [2], when the shear parameter in the viscoelastic case is
set equal to zero.
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1.2 BACKGROUND
As witnessed by the abundance of literature on the subject,
vibration damping using viscoelastic materials has received much
attention by researchers. Various methods have been applied to
characterise the behaviour of these viscoelastically damped systems
K. Sato and G. Shikanai [3], studied a system consisting of a
viscoelastic core and thin elastic outer layers, subjected to axial
forces. Their analysis, based on stress and strain equations, yields
a sixth order ordinary differential equation of motion set up on the
longitudinal strain, instead of one set up on the deflection of the
free vibration. They report that the damping efficiency, viewed as a
composite loss factor, increases under compression, and decreases
with increasing tension. In the absence of an axial force, there is
a specific frequency at which the value of the loss factor takes on
the maximum value for the sandwich system. The effect of axial
forces on the loss factor, appears mainly in the region of
frequencies lower than the above mentioned specific frequency, with
increasing effects as the frequency decreases. Inversely, this
factor decreases gradually as the frequency increases beyond the
above mentioned specific frequency.
The fundamental investigation on the problem of vibration damping
in sandwich beams under no loads has been performed by Kerwin [4]. In
his case, the normal forces acting on the viscoelastic layer were
neglected because they were small compared to the normal forces
acting on the elastic layer. Also, it was assumed that the damping
was primarily due to the shearing of the viscoelastic layer, since
the modulus of the elastic layer is several orders of magnitude
higher than the modulus of the viscoelastic layer. As a result, the
relation for the composite loss factor for an infinitely long or
simply supported beam was derived.
Based on the assumptions used by Kerwin, DiTaranto and Blasingame
[5,6], have established the relationship between the slope and the
axial strain of the elastic layer. This relation was the basis for
the analysis used in [3] to determine the composite loss factor and
natural frequency of the system. The latter was shown to be
independent of the end conditions and mode shape. Further, it was
reported by Asnani and Nakra [8] that the damping effectiveness, as
described by the equation developed in [3], is dependent on the
number of elastic and viscoelastic layers, and the ratios of
thicknesses of the viscoelastic layers to the elastic layers. The
damping effectiveness of multilayered systems, in an unsymmetrical
arrangement of layers, has been studied by Nakra [9].
Ross, Kerwin, and Ungar [10] provided an analysis for a three
layer system which is usually used to handle both the extensional and
shear damping treatments. This analysis was based on the assumptions
that there were rigid connections between layers, and the system was
simply supported. Their equations were developed and solved using
sinusoidal expansions for the modes of vibration. It was reported
that for other boundary conditions, approximations must be used
depending on the mode shape af the structure in question [1].
Nashif [11] warns of possible misleading results when dealing
with the published values for the complex moduli of viscoelastic
materials. He warns that in many cases these moduli have been
obtained by using the analysis of Ross, Kerwin and Ungar [10], to
estimate the value of the shear modulus instead of using it to
estimate the system loss factor, for which it was intended.
II. DERIVATION OF THE GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF MOTION
In this paper, a five layer symmetric cantilever beam shown in
Fig. 1, is considered. The central elastic layer (1) acts as a main
structural element of the beam. The adjoining layers (2) and (2')
are of viscoelastic material with shear modulus G = G^ ( 1 + id ) . The
outside constraining layers (3) and (3') are assumed to be thin
compared to the central layer (h,<< h ) . In addition, it is assumed
that the neutral axes of layers (1),(3) and (3') have identical
deflection lines during bending.
In this investigation the lengths of the constraining layers are
considered constant at all times during motion, and are equal to the
length of the central layer. This is equivalent to the assumption
that the constraining layers are not stretched or compressed during
bending. In Fig. 2 segment AB lies on the line aA -aA , normal to the
deflection line of the beam. Line segments
AB'
and CD lie on a line
a - a parallel to the y-axis . Obviously, when the beam is not
deflected, the lines a - a. and a,- an coincide. Segments AB
'
and CD
lie on the same line if the constraining layer does not stretch and
the associated deflections are small.
It follows from
&ABB'
in Fig. 2 that
m = y'h^/2 (1)
VISCOELASTIC LAYER (_l)
ELASTIC LAYER 0)
CONSTRAINING LAYER (3')
CONSTRAINING LAYER (3>)
VISCOELASTIC LAYER (2.)
ELASTIC LAYER (l )
FIG. I
CANTILEVER BEAM CONSISTING OF FIVE LAYERS
where
y'
= tan 4.
BAB' ST sin A BAB' for small deflections.
Similarly, from & CC'D, we have
n = + y'h3/2 (2)
It is seen, therefore, that the angle of shear 0 in the viscoelastic
layer is
if = y'+(m+n)/h1 (3)
After substitution ,
tf = ay ' ( 4 )
where a = 1 + (h1+h3)/2hl (5)
A convention that Q is positive in the counterclockwise
direction when measured from the line a., -a,, is adopted here.
Therefore, the shear force S per unit length of the beam, acting on
the surface of layer (1) and, in the opposite direction on the
surface of layer (3) is given by
S = ~$G t (6)
where S is in units of force per unit length.
In our case, the bending moment M in an arbitrary cross-section
consists of two parts :
M = M0+ M^ (7)
where M is due to the stiffness of the beam and is given by
o
BB = m
= n
CD = h3
a
FIG. 2
GEOMETRY OF DISPLACEMENTS
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Mc = -
EI~^y/?xz (8)
while M^ is due to the shear forces S in the viscoelastic layer (see
Fig. 3).
In equation (8) the stiffness EI of the layered beam is
EI = E1 L, + 2E3I3 (9)
Thus, it is assumed that the viscoelastic layers (2) and (2') do
not contribute to the stiffness of the beam.
To establish the equation of motion for the beam, consider Fig. 3
in which the forces and moments acting on an element of length dx of
layer (1) are shown. Equating to zero moments about point 0, we
receive
Sh.,dx - Vdx + dM0 = 0 (10)
From Eq. (10) follows the relation for the shear force V
V = dM0 /dx + Sh<, (11)
On the other hand, from Newton's second law, the motion of the
element in the vertical direction is
( ^dx)y = dV (12)
A/L + JM.
FIG. 3
FREE BODY DIAGRAM
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or dividing through by dx we obtain
fy=V (13)
Differentiating V in (11) and substituting in (13) results in
=
M0"
+
h,S'
(14)
Substututing in (14) M from (8) and S from (6) with the expression
for q from (4) we arrive at the equation of motion
Ely - + y = 0 (15)
Dividing by the quantity EI we receive
- cG
y"
+ (1/w/) y = 0 (16)
where
c = athn/EI
wf = EI/^>
13
Ill ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
III.l SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
To solve the differential equation of motion, the method of
separation of variables is first used. Once the variables are
separated, the Laplace transform method with respect to x is applied
to the ensuing fourth order equation.
The equation governing the vibration of the composite beam is
y cG
y"
+ (1/wJ) y = 0 , 0 < x < L (17)
where
(w^)1
= EI/p and c = ath^/EI
G = G, (1 + id ) , iX= -1
Let y(x,t) = W(x)exp(-wt) , where w is a complex number.
Substitution of W(x)exp(-wt) into (17) yields
W cG
W"
+ (w/w0?"W = 0 (18)
Apply the Laplace transform to Eq . (18) with respect to the space
variable. The transformed function
cW (p) = W(x)exp(-px)dx
o
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satisfies the algebraic equation
{p*W(p) - p*W(0) - p*W*(0) - p W"(0) - W'"(0)}
CG {paW(p) - p W(0) - W'(0)} + (w/we)aW(p) = 0
Solving for W(p) we arrive at
*_-.__.. )/(p*- rPX+ s3")W(p) = (a^p +azp + a3P + a^
where we have defined
r = cG, s1= (w/w^1, 8^= W(0), ax= W'(0)
a.= W"(0) - cGW(O) = W"(0) - cG a, (I9)
\ =
W" '
(0) - cG W'(0) =
W*
"(0) - cG &x (20)
Next, express the denominator of Wfp) af
_ 4
6*
=
(p*
- - v"*) =
p* -
P2 vl
-
p* u2 ?
u2 v2
Equate coefficients of like powers of p and obtain
b2=
u1 v* =
(w/wp)*
r = cG = u + v
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For convenience, denote (p - v ) ( p - u ) = D
The appropriate inverse Laplace transforms are given by
Ll = L [p3/D] = (ulcos ux - vlcos vx)/(u2- vZ)
1 j_ 2 y
L2 = L [p /D] = (u sinh ux - v sinh vx)/(u - v ,
-1 ,-5
L^ = L [p /D] = (cosh ux - cosh vx)/(u - v*)
-1 2 2.
L^ = L [1/D] = (v sinh ux - u sinh vx)/{uv(u - v )}
Therefore
-A
-
W(x) = L W[p]= anL^+ a^L^ 3^1^+ a^L^ (21)
The boundary conditions shown below are derived in Appendix A using
the energy method.
W = 0 at x = 0 (22)
W'= 0 at x = 0 (23)
W'"- cG W'= 0 at x = L (24)
W"= 0 at x = L (25)
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III. 2 SOLUTION OF THE ASSOCIATED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
Upon insertion of the boundary conditions at x = 0 into Eq. (21) we
get
a4 = a2 = 0
and thus
W(x) = a^L3+ a4LA
= [l/(u1- v )] [a, (cosh ux - cosh vx)
+(a./uv)(v sinh ux - u sinh vx)]
The respective derivatives of the solution are
W'(x) =
[l/Cu1-
- vX)][a3(u sinh ux - v sinh vx)
+ a4.(cosh ux - cosh vx)]
W''(x) = [l/(u2'- vl)][a,(u cosh ux - vXcosh vx)
3
+ a.(u sinh ux - v sinh vx)]
2- 2. 3 3
W''(x) = [l/(u - v )][a^(u sinh ux
- v sinh vx)
1 %
+ a (u cosh ux - v cosh vx)]
4
From Eq. (23), it follows that
a = W"(0) - cG W(0) = W"(0)
3
From Eq. (24), it follows that
W'"(0) - cG W'(0) = W"'(0)
4
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Using W'(L) = 0, we obtain
[l/(u - v )][W" (0)(uicosh uL - v2cosh vL) + W'"(0)
(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)] = 0 (26)
The fourth boundary condition W'''(L) - cG W'(L) = 0 leads to
[W '(0)/(ui- v*)][(u*sinh uL - v^sinh vL ) ] + [W"'(0)/(uX- v"1)] x
(u cosh uL - v cosh vL) -[cG W''(0)/(u2*- v'L)][u sinh uL - v sinh vL)-_\
- [cG
W' ' ' (O)Z(u2"- v'1)][cosh uL - cosh vL] = 0 (27)
Equations (26) and (27) constitute a set of simultaneous
(homogeneous) equations in W
' '
( 0 ) and W'''(0). The determinant of
the coefficients results in the following transcendental equation for
the determination of u and v :
(u + v^Mcosh uL cosh vL) - uv(u + v )(sinh uL sinh vL) = 2 u*v
(28)
Equation (28) is the frequency equation for the damped composite
beam. Equation (28) shows two unknowns u and v. The second equation
relating the two unknowns u and v is u = c G . ( 1 + id ) - v .
Insertion of the above value of u into Eq . (28) leads to one
equation with one unknown with complex coefficients and complex
arguments for the hyperbolic functions.
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From Eq. (26), it follows that
W'"(0) = -
W"
(0)(u"cosh uL - v^cosh vL)/(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)
(29)
Equations (19), (20) and (29) inserted into Eq . (21) lead to
W(x) = [W"(0)/(u5- v2)][cosh ux - cohs vx
- A (v sinh ux - u sinh vx)/uv]
(30)
where
A = (u coh uL - v cosh vL)/(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)
Equation (30) represents the solution of the boundary value problem.
For a proof refer to Appendix C.
The values of u and v for an elastic beam, as determined in
Appendix D, are given by
u. = b , u_ = - b1 %
vA - ib, v^=
- ib
where
*l_ . 3- 1-
b = (is), s*= (w/w0) and (i) = -1
19
IV. COMPARISON WITH AN EQUIVALENT ELASTIC BEAM
The object of this comparison is to show that if the above
assumptions are correct, the purely elastic case (Eqs. (31) through
(35)) would be obtained upon removal of the viscoelastic term by
setting the shear parameter cG equal to zero in Eqs. (17) and (22)
through (25) .
The boundary value problem for a cantilever beam as given in [2] is
stated as
W b W r 0, W = W(x), 0 < x < L (31)
W = 0 at x = 0 (32)
W = 0 at x = 0
W"= 0 at x = L (33)
W
' '
= 0 at x = L
The characteristic equation is given by
cosh bL cos bL = - 1
Here again
b*
= (w/wor
(34)
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Comparison of Eqs. (17) and (31) shows that the two equations differ
only by the term which is introduced by the viscoelastic damping in
the case of Eq. (17) (i.e. cGW ' ' ) .
It is easily verified that when cG = 0 in Eqs. (17) and (22)
through (25), the two boundary value problems are identical. Next,
we need to compare their characteristic equations (28) and (34),
respectively .
The characteristic equation of the compound beam as derived above is
given by Eq. (28) :
(u + v )(cosh uL cosh vL) - uv(u2"+ vx)(sinh uL sinh vL) = 2
u%1
Recall that
cG =
(uX
+
v2
)
Now let us square both sides of the equation above to obtain
(cG) = (u1* = u*+ v4+ 2 u2v2, or (cG)1- 2 =
u*
+ v*
2- 7 _
Substitution of cG and (cG) - 2u v into Eq.(28) yields
C(cG) - 2u2v1)] cosh uL cosh vL - uv(cG)(sinh uL sinh vL) = 2
u?vl
21
The next step is to remove the shear term by setting cG = 0 in the
above equation and obtain
-2 u v2(cosh uL cosh vL) = 2 uZv^
Divide the above equation by -2 u2v^ and obtain
cosh uL cosh vL = -1
Upon insertion of the roots (u. = b, v = + ib) into the above* A
equation, and noting that cosh(ibL) = cos(bL), the characteristic
equation of an elasic beam [2] is obtained, namely
cosh bL cos bL = -1
The next step is to check if the solution derived for the
multilayer case reduces to that of a purely elastic case upon
setting cG equal to zero when determining the complex roots u and v
and inserting those values in Eqs. (30). The purely elastic case
is given by Eqs. (31) through (34).
The above procedure was carried out and the solution was found to
be unique for all possible combinations of the roots (see appendix E).
22
1
W(x) = [W"(0)/2b (sin bL + sinh bL)][(cosh bx - cos bx) x
(sinh bL + sin bL) - (cosh bL + cos bL)(sinh bx - sin bx)]
This solution is what equation (30) reduces to upon setting cG equal
to zero and is the solution to the purely elastic case.
The final solution to Eq . (17) with its associated boundary
conditions (22) through (25) is given by
y(x,t) = W(x) exp(-wt)
' (0)/(uZ- v1)][cosh ux - cosh vx
-A (v sinh ux - u sinh vx)] exp(-wt)
where
A = (u cosh uL - v cosh vL)/(u sinh uL
- v sinh vL)
and
w is the damped complex frequency obtained by solving equation
(28).
23
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE
In order to obtain plots of the response y(x,t), roots of the
transcendental equation (28) have to be computed first. Once the
roots are obtained, they will be inserted into equation (30) for the
purpose of generating plots.
We begin by evaluating the complex frequencies u and v. To this
effect we will convert the equations of the frequencies from their
cartesian forms to their equivalent polar forms. This conversion
enables us to handle the imaginary part under the radical.
The value of u and v is (Appendix D)
u = {(l/2)[r + (r1-
4s*)VM}n
v = {(l/2)[r - (r2-
4s2)Vl]}/l
Noting that (-4s ) can be expressed as (i2s), the above equations
are presented as
u = {(l/2)[r + (r + (12s) )']}
v = {(l/2)[r -
(r*
+
(12s)2
)*]}
Z
2A
Observe that [r2+ (i2sf]"/2as shown in Fig. 5 is equal to r/cosg>
where
tan= (i2s/r) = [i2w/(w0cG)]
u = [(l/2)(r + r/cose )]1/i= + [r/2(l + 1/cose
Similarly
Al_
v = (r/2) cosot
where
r = cG
and
Ali
tan c>i = i/(cos)
25
i2s
Fig. 5. Polar representation of the frequencies u
i/(cos)
Vz.
Fig. 6. Polar representation of the frequencies v.
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Numerical example
In order to use the equations developed for the complex frequency
parameters u and v , the flexural rigidity and the natural frequency
of the system, the shear modulus of the viscoelastic material, and
the width parameter
"c"
will be evaluated.
1. Evaluation of the shear modulus G.
The equation relating the shear modulus G to frequency for the
viscoelastic material SYLGARD 188 manufactured by Dow Corning, is
determined from data sheets 006 and 007, shown in [1], page 380.
.134
G,f= 800(w/20)
d = 0.55
234-
G = G,(l + id) = 800(w/20) [1 + i (0.55)] (Fl
2. Evaluation of the stiffness of the composite beam, EI.
EI = E^I^ 2 E7Ij (9)
E^= E = 30 x 10 (psi)
3 3
Ii= t(h, )/12 ; I5= t(h3)/12.
6 3 3
EI = 2.5 x 10 t [(h^) + 2(h3)] (F2)
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380 DESIGN DATA SHEETS
Oats Shsst 006. Damping propartis* of Dow Corning Sylgard
188 (continued).
Fracjumy Hi
Damping properties with frequency
HE-! DAMPING PROPERTIES QF SYLGARD T 2 1 PP 380
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3. Evaluation of the parameter c.
Recall that the parameter c is defined as c = ath^/EI
a = 1 + (h/,+h3)/(2hi) (5)
Insert (F2) and (5) into c and receive
c = ath^/EI = 12 at^/ElsteeDtCCh') + 2(h )]
or
c = (2^^+ h^+ h-|h5)/(2.5 x 10 )(2h1)(h,,+ 2h*) (F3)
Let the central layer thickness h, = 0.10'1
c = (0.01 + 0.21^+ 0.1h3)/[5 x 10 (0.001 + 2h ) h ] (F4)
4. Evaluation of the natural frequency w .
o
(wQ) = EI/^> where ^ is the mass per unit length and is equal to
^ - 0.000731 t (h^ + 2h ) (slugs/inch )
Insert eq . (F3) into w_ and receive0
wQ = {[30 x 10 (t/l2)(h1+ 2h)]/[ 0.000731 t (h^+ 2h ) ] }
Zm
Note that the beam width appears in both the numerator and the
denominator, therefore it does not play any role at all.
Again let us assume the central layer thickness h = 0.100" and wo
reduces to
w0 = 58497.75 [(0.001 + 2h )/( 0.10 + 2h ) ]
'L
(F5)
29
Case study
Let h^= 0.10", h^O.10" and h?= 0.01". Observe that h3<<h^ .
Substitution of the above values into equations (F5) and (F4) yields
the values of w and the parameter "c" respectively.
w = 5345.42 rad/sec
c = 42. 112 x 10 (1/lb)
Examination of the complex frequencies u and v , reveals that they
differ only in the sign of the second radical. Should this radical
become null, the complex frequencies would take on the following
value :
and
//2
u (cG/2)
v = + (cG/2)
t>
Recall that the response of the system has the quantity (u - v )
appearing in the denominator, and the quantity (cosh uL - cosh vL)
appearing in the numerator. Choosing u=voru=-v, leads to the
indeterminate form of 0/0. The value of w leading to the above
situation is 139.548 rad/sec. This value is only valid for the case
study shown above. This method is straightforward and simple. First
determine the unwanted frequencies, then through trial and error
determine the various
layers'
thicknesses that most efficiently
dissipate the vibratory energy.
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VI. TVpTPflL npTpnrj.
omega : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 5 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 58032969196881E+004
(u,v) - < 1.33091462626920E-002,
omega : 2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 5. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaOs 5. 58032969196881E+004
(u,v) - < 1.45691042796281E-002,
omega : 3 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+000
h2: 5 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5.5B032969196881E+004
(u,v) - < 1.54544514154905E-002,
1.11 6286682532 10E-002 )
1 . 2162B36O049493E-002)
1 . 2827764045 1 234E-002 )
omega : 4 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 5. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO i 5. 580329691968B1E+004
(u,v) - ( 1.61906149494153E-002, 1 . 33526626802755E-OO2)
omega : 5 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 5 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 5B032969196B81E+004
(u,v) = < 1.68471709240383E-002, 1 . 37997543376747E-002)
omega: 6 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 5. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5 . 58032969 1 96881E+004
u,v) = ( 1 . 74537639490607E-002 , 1.41966702720462E-002 )
omega : 7 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 5 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 58032969196881E+004
<u,v> < 1.B0253537597980E-002, 1 . 45580063960702E-002)
omega : 8 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 5. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO : 5 . 58032969 19688 1E+004
<u,v) - < 1.B5703920877658E-002, 1 . 4892394 1794902E-002)
omega : 9 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 5 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 5803296919688 1E+004
<u,v) - < 1 . 90940B3248B420E-002 f 1 . 520537353 166 18E-002 )
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omega : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 580329691968B1E+004
(utv) ( 1. 55973746487816E-002,
omega : 2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 58032969196881E+004
(ufv) ( 1.70008461606384E-002,
omega : 3 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5.5B032969196B81E+004
(u,v) - < 1.79415477267452E-002,
1 . 30979487895781E-002)
1 . 42406753347639E-002 )
1 . 4980662 1 543263E-002 )
omega:
h2: 1
omegaO:
<u,v) =
4. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
, OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
5 . 58032969 1 9688 1E+004
( 1 . B6929 1 10770249E-002 , 1 . 555075B1475895E-O02)
omega: 5. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2: 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5.5S032969196881E+004
<u,v) - < 1.934241 17062578E-002, 1 . 602655O8973355E-O02)
omega : 6 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO : 5 . 58032969 1 96BB 1 E+004
<u,v) = < 1.99288052675524E-002, 1.64421 82704977 1E-002)
omega : 7 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 58032969196B81E+004
<u,v) = ( 2.04723473652626E-002, 1 . 6815923376921 1E-002)
omega : 8 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 58032969196881E+004
<ufv) = < 2.09B477301B7148E-002,
omega: 9 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
h2 : 1 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO
omegaO: 5. 58032969196881E+004
<ufv) - < 2. 14733899745654E-002,
1.71586460466372E-002 )
1 . 747732 1B754508E-002 )
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VII. DISCUSSION
When assessing the effect of the different layers' thicknesses on
the system response y(x,t), the following points can be made:
One point is from the computational example, where we can see
that in order to take advantage of the shear modulus we would have to
use high frequencies, but due to the computational difficulties posed
by the evaluation of the complex frequencies u and v, we have to
limit ourselves to w < 139.55 rad/sec.
Another point worth mentioning is that higher values of w, which
allow a greater benefit from the shear modulus, also make the
exponential decay term exp(-wt) approach the value zero very
quickly. Also, it is noticed that u and v are so close to each other
n, o
that the value of l/(u -v ) in Eq . (30) make the values of the
function y(x,t) very large.
Due to the above difficulties, the imaginary part of the shear
modulus, being so small in comparison to its real part, is ignored.
Without loss of generality, the results indicate that there is a
slight variation in the response y(x,t) for various thicknesses of
the viscoelastic layer.
Further analysis shows that upon setting the viscoelastic term
(cG) equal to zero in equations (28) and (30), the response of the
37
equivalent elastic beam and its characteristic equation are deduced.
The analysis also shows that the complex frequencies are weak
functions of the constraining and viscoelastic layers which is
evident when trying to assess the effect of these layers' thicknesses
on the system response y(x,t).
To further improve on this analysis, we would have to pay
attention to the following:
Recall that
u = + {(1/2) [cG + [(cG)2*-
(2w/wc)1f2}^2
and
c = ath^/EI; a = 1 + (h,+ h )/2hj_ .
If one desires to revert back to the elastic case, h or G or both
would have to be set to zero to remove the viscoelastic term. the
removal of the viscoelastic term in the differential equation (17),
produces a differential equation which is identical to that of the
purely elastic case. The removal of the shear modulus G from the
multilayer case characteristic equation (28), produces also a
characteristic equation corresponding to that of an elastic beam. Now
it is obvious that the removal of the damping can also be achieved by
setting the thickness of the viscoelastic layer equal to zero. By
inspection of the equations for the evaluation of the complex
frequencies u. , v. . , we conclude that the parameter
"a"
approaches
",2- 4rZ.
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infinity as h^ approaches zero. This fact, in turn, makes the
parameter c approach infinity which renders the response identically
zero instead of producing the expected response of the elastic case.
This may suggest that if the system is purely elastic, then it
cannot be overdamped, and the reverse is also true. There is no
passage from an overdamped case to an undamped one. This result is
observed when trying to obtain the response of a purely elastic beam
by setting the viscoelastic thickness equal to zero in the multilayer
system. When starting with the equations of the multilayer system,
setting the thicknesses of the viscoelastic layers equal to zero
generates no plots. This fact suggests that the passage from an
overdamped system to a purely elastic system is not possible in this
case.
Another point of interest is the difference between the value of
the composite beam flexural rigidity EI used in this analysis, and
the one commonly used in the literature [1]. The flexural rigidity
of a three layer system of Fig. 4 as given by Ross, Kerwin and Ungar
(R.K.O. ) [1] has the form
EI = (l/l2)(Eih?1+ E^* E3h5) - (E2hli/I2)(h31 - D)/(l+g) + E, h, D
+Ezh3,(h^-D)2"+ E3h3(h3l- D) - [(l/2)ELh2(h^- D)
+E3h3(h31- D)](h3l- D)/(l+g)
39
where
h31= (1/2) (h^+ h3) + h.
h^ = (l/2)(h^+ h2)
g =
G3>/E3h3h2p2
D = [E^^h^-h^/2) + g(E2h2h^+ E^h^D/CE^h,, + E2h2/2
+g(E,,h^+ E^hz+ E^)]
p = (jn/L) and is called the wave number.
D = distance from the neutral axis of the three layer
system to that of the original beam, h^ .
Comparing the above flexural rigidity with the one used in this
analysis we can easily see the difference. Note that to account for
the other two layers in our case, we would have to double all
elements of EI in the R.K.U. analysis except the part pertaining to
the central layer. When dealing with this configuration, one
generally uses a complex Young's modulus E while we elected to use
only its real part.
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Fig. 12 Constrained layer damping used in the R.K.U. analysis
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VIII. LOSS FACTOR AND ITS RELATION TO DAMPING
The loss factor h is related to the vibration frequency of the
system by
w = w( (1 + i n ) (35)r
where
w = Damped frequency of the system
and
Y"l= Loss factor of the syster;m
To derive the expressions for the frequency of the system, and
subsequently the equations for the loss factor and damped frequency
equation for the composite beam, the denominator of the transformed
equation is set equal to zero to allow for a partial fraction
decomposition of the transformed solution (Appendix D) .
4 Z 2-
Thus, we require p - cG p. + (w/w ) = 0
2.
Solve for w and obtain:
2 1 n- A
w = w (cG p. - p. )
0
-L -L
Recall that G = G^ (1 + id)
Substitute into the above equation and obtain
; 2 in- z
w = wo(cG^p, -p. + i cG p. d)
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The above equation rearranged yields
% a. 2 1 2
w = w P- (cG,- p. )[1 + i cG>d/(cG.- p.)] (36)
Equate the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (35) and (36) and obtain
W1=
e\ (cV P^} (37)
and
H = cG^d/(cG/1- p.) = d/(l - /cG^,) (38)
Note that as defined, the loss factor has to be a real positive
number. If the loss factor is negative, this means that the
vibrations are being amplified instead of being damped. The
condition put on the loss factor requires that cG.> p. . If p. /cG, is
very small, then the loss factor of the composite system is
approximately equal to the loss factor of the viscoelastic material.
Next we will express the damped frequency and the loss factor of
the composite system as a function of the ratios of the various
layers of the composite beam.
Recall that
i 3 3
c = (2h/)h%+ h/1+ h/(h3)/[kh^h^+ 2h3)] (39)
6
where k = 5 x 10
Define H = h^ /h^j H^ h^ /h? ; H = h^/hj
3
Divide both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (39) by h^t^and use
the above definitions for the thickness ratios to obtain
c = (l/kh*)[2H^+ HHA+ H]/[hJ+2] (40)
43
Using the same process,
= EI/^ = (E/^) (h*/12) (H^ + 2)/(H1+ 2) = k h^(H^+ 2)/(H<J+ 2) (41)
where k = E/12P = 30 x 10 /12 x 0.000731
Insertion of Eqs. (40) and (41) into Eqs. (37) and (38) yields the
desired result, namely
W1 = (^Pt'^A)(2H/(+ HH^+ H)/(HA +2) - pfk/|h3(H^+ 2)/(H,,+2) (42)
r^ = d/{l - p^/[k hJ(2H^+ HHi+ H)/(H^+ 2)]} (43)
Equations (42) and (43) are the damped frequency squared and loss
factor of the composite system respectively. They are expressed as
functions of the thickness ratios of the various layers.
Equations (42) and (43) are also functions of the roots of the
characteristic equation, namely p . The values of p. will be
determined from the transcendental equation (28). Upon inspection of
equation (28), we observe that we have two unknowns. The second
equation which will be used is the relation between the two unknowns
and the viscoelastic term cG . The shear modulus is a complex number,
therefore Eq . (28) is also complex.
In the following paragraph, we will outline a possible method of
solving for the roots of the transcendental equation.
Recall that
= u
i v p3,r v-<,2-
44
Recall also Eq . (28)
(u + v*)cosh uL cosh vL -
uv(u*
+ vl)sinh uL sinh vL = 2
uz v7
(28)
and
u + v = cG^ (1 + id)
2 3
Express u = cG^ ( 1 + id) -
v*
Insert the above value of u into Eq . (28) and arrive at the desired
result. The solution of the above equation may be achieved by
separating the real and imaginary parts and solving the two resulting
equations numerically. The work required is beyond the scope of this
paper .
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
For the case of a five layer system, the governing differential
equation is derived. Its associated boundary conditions are obtained
using the energy method. The technique of solving the problem is
novel in that the Laplace transform method is used in a finite space
domain .
The solution of the ensuing boundary value problem, its
characteristic equation, and the complex frequencies are shown to
reduce to that of an elastic system when the viscoelastic term cG is
set to zero.
We found that passage from an overdamped system to a purely
elastic system is not possible. This is observed when the
viscoelastic
layers'
thicknesses are set to zero in the equations
related to the multilayer system.
Since w is assumed to be complex, the equations derived
analytically are of a general nature. When an attempt is made to
generate plots, it becomes evident that w has to be real. Taking w
real causes the system to become overdamped.
To assess the effect of thickness ratios of the various layers on
the system response, the viscoelastic and constraining
layers'
46
thicknesses were varied while the central layer thickness was held
constant. The plots generated show no apparent change. A possible
reason may be that the complex frequencies do not change rapidly as w
is varied from 1 to 10 rad/sec. We have arbitrarily set W''(0) = 1
in the system response, which means that the moment at x = 0 is not
zero. W'(O) could have been set to any constant other than zero.
Using the second program, the plots generated appear to be
similar to the ones obtained with the first program, and show that
the system is more efficient in the higher frequency range than in
the lower frequency range.
The importance of an overdamped system lies in its ability to
protect highly sensitive machines such as laser printers and computer
disk drives . It is also of importance in a host of other
applications where mass is critical, such as aircraft vibration
damping and isolation of navigation systems. Further study may
reveal that with the advance of composite materials, viscoelastic
polymers, and building supplies, the use of multilayered beams in
structures will be useful in damping the shock waves resulting from
earthquakes .
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions are determined using the energy
approach .
Utilizing the left hand side of (18), compute the integral
1 =) [W^ " cG
Wl"
+ (w/w.fwj W,dx (AI)
i 6
Where W^ and W; are functions of x only, and subscripts i and j
denote node numbers. Integrating (AI) repeatedly by parts, the
following result is obtained
I = I CW- + (w/w/W-] W^dx
+ [W
'
"W - W "W '+ W 'W "- W W
" '
- cG (W 'W - W W ')1 (A2)
The boundary conditions are received when the expression in the
brackets in (A2) is equal to zero both for x = 0 and x = L.
Observe first that W(0) = W'(0) = 0 , k = i,j , these are
the customary boundary conditions for a cantilever beam. Now
rearrange the terms in the brackets in (A2) to arrive at
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[(Wi"*- cG
Wi')Wj-(W'"'
- cG W:')*^ -
WjL"Wj'
+ W- "W^']W= 0
o
This expression is equal to zero when
WK"'(L) - cG W '(L) = 0 and WK"(L) = 0 (k = i,j ) (A3)
The first of these conditions is not intuitively obvious. It
requires that the resultant shear force at the free end become equal
to zero. This is equivalent to saying that the shear force in the
viscoelastic layer must be equal and opposite to the shear force in
the elastic layer.
A complete set of bondary conditions is then
W = 0 and W'= 0 for x = 0 (A4)
and
W""- cG W = 0 and
W"
= 0 for x = L (A5)
These boundary conditions and the differential equation of motion are
used to determine the system response.
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APPENDTY ~
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND STABILITY FOR THE PURELY VISCOUS CASE
To check if the analogous boundary conditions at x = L are also
suitable for a purely viscous case, consider the equation
y - cG y
"
+(f/EI) y = 0 (Bl)
This equation differs from Eq. (16) in that the second term
contains the time derivative of y"'.
Consider the following energy equation
(Y1=1 /[y - cG y" + (f/EI) y] y dx dt = 0 (B2)
Integrating by parts and using the relation
J y y dx = (l/2)(dx/dt) j (yf dx
leads to
1/2 j [(y")Z+ (f/EI)(y)1]dx + I j cG(y') dx dt
+ f [(y'"y - y"y') - cG y'y ]^dt - yo - 0 (B3)
where ^o is the initial energy,
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The third integral becomes
\[(y"'-cGy')y-y"y']dt = 0. (B4)
4
Thus the boundary conditions for x = L are obtained when the
expression in the brackets in (B3) is zero.
If again we assume the solution is separable as before, namely
y(x,t) = W(x)exp( -wt ) , this leads to similar boundary conditions as
those expressed by (A4) and (A5), namely
W"
- w cG
W'
= 0 and W" = 0 for x = L (B5)
The only difference being the appearence of w in the condition
W"'-wcGW'=0.
In summary, we have used the energy method to derive a set of
boundary conditions similar to those derived for the multilayer
system with the exceptions noted above.
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STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION
Notice that (B3) may be written, after taking advantage of the
boundary conditions (B5), in the form :
1/2 [ C(y"f + (C/EI)(y)2] dx = 0 ~ cGf f(y')2dx dt (B6)
Both integrands and y^o are always positive or zero. It follows
therefore, that for t > 0 , we have y ^ 0 , thus the solution to
(Bl) is stable.
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APPENTUY q
PROOF THAT THE DERIVED SOLUTION IS SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE
PROBLEM
Equation (30) is rewritten here
W(x) = W"(0)/(u1- v2) [cosh ux - cosh vx
- A (v sinh ux - u sinh vx)/uv] (CI)
where A = (u cosh uL -v cosh vL)/(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)
The first four derivatives with respect to x are
W'(x) = k [(u sinh ux - v sinh vx) - A (cosh ux - cosh ux)] (C2)
where k = W''(0) /
(uX
- v2)
W"(x) = k [u cosh ux - v cosh vx - A (u sinh ux - v 6inh vx)] (C3)
W"'(x) = k [u sinh ux - v3sinh vx - A (u7cosh ux - v2cosh vx)] (C4)
W"
'(x) = k [u^cosh ux - v4cosh vx - A (u3sinh ux - v3sinh vx)] (C5)
Making U6e of the derivatives given above, we will check that the
boundary conditions (A4) and (A5), derived in Appendix A are
satisfied.
(a) W = 0 at x = 0
Substitution of x = 0 in (CI) yields
W(0) = k [cosh 0 - cosh 0 - A (v sinh 0 - u sinh 0)/uv]
Noting that cosh 0=1 and sinh 0=0, the following is received
W(0) = k [1 - 1 - A (0 - 0)] = 0
Thus, the first boundary condition is satisfied.
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(b) W = 0 at x = 0
The same process as in (a) is repeated, and the result is
W'(0) = k [0 - 0 - A (1 - 1)] = 0
(c)
W"
= 0 at x = L
Substitute x = L, and the value of A into (C3),simplfy an receive
2. o 2. _
W''(L) = k [u cosh uL - v cosh vL - u cosh uL + v cosh vL) = 0
(d)
W"
- cG
W*
= 0 at x = L
To show that the boundary condition (d) i6 met by our solution, first
recall from IV. that
cG =
(u2-
+ v"2")
and
A =(u2'cosh uL - v cosh vL)/(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)
These two values inserted into (d) yield after manipulation
W*"(L) - cG W'(L) = [k/(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)][T.E.]
where T.E. is the transcendental equation (28). Thus the fourth
boundary condition is satisfied whenever the transcendental equation
is satisfied.
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The next step is to check that the complete solution also satisfies
equation ( 17) .
Assume as before
y(x,t) = W(x) exp(-wt)
Observe the following relations
y (x,t) = W (x) exp(-wt)
y"(x,t) = W"(x) exp(-wt)
..2 ,
y(x,t) = (w) W(x) exp(-wt) = (w) y(x,t)
Equation (17), after substitution of the above relations yields
[W (x) - cG W"(x) + (w/wo) W(x)] exp(-wt) = 0, and exp(-wt)
is always positive for 0 < t < oo.
The expression in brackets has been shown to be the solution of
the boundary value problem for the determination of W(x) . Therefore
y(x,t) is the solution of the given boundary value problem.
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APPENDIX D
DETERMINATION OF THE COMPLEX FREQUENCIES u AND v
The complex frequencies u and v are determined by finding the
poles of the transformed displacement function W[p] . The poles are
received when the denominator of W[p] is equated to zero. This task
is required in order to evaluate the inverse Laplace transform
L"A{W[p]}.
Recall that the denominator of W[p] is given by
p*-
rp2
+
s2
= 0 = (pa - uZ)
(_?
- v*) (Dl)
**
..1
-
P4
-
PZ(uZ
+ v1) + V
where r = cG; s = (w/w0); (wtf) = EI/
Equate coefficients in (Dl) and receive
= ( w/wo $ - xx2v2 ; r = cG = uZ + v2"
A formal solution to (Dl) gives
P, = u,1= {l/2[r +
(r1
- (D2)
P, = v<, = + {l/2[r
-
(rZ
- 4s2)*]}
3.4 'r *
(D3)
In the case of a purely elastic beam, the viscoelastic term
cG = r is equated to zero and the result is
u^= + (+ is) = + b
y41= ( is)^= + ib
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APPENDIX K
PROOF THAT UPON REMOVAL OF THE VISCOELASTIC TERM cG, THE SOLUTION
REDUCES TO THAT OF AN ELASTIC BEAM
The equation of motion for the multilayer beam is
y(x,t) = W(x) exp(-wt)
W(x) = k [cosh ux - cosh vx - A (v sinh ux - u sinh vx)/uv]
where
and
k = W"(0)/(u2- v2)
_ _
A = (u cosh uL - v cosh vL)/(u sinh uL - v sinh vL)
Upon insertion of the values of u and v for the elastic beam
k,,=
Combination u,, /v^ (u>= *>, Yf = ^b^
W(x) = k,, {cosh bx - cosh ibx - [b cosh bL
- ib cosh ibL] x
(ib sinh bx - b sinh ibx)/(b sinh bL - ib sinh ibL) ib b )}
Using sinh ibx = i sin bx and cosh ibx = cos bx, we obtain
w(x) = ^{cosh bx - cosbx - [(cosh bL + cos bL)/(sinh bL +sin bL)]
x (sinh bx - sin bx)]} (El)
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In the following pages we will show that Eq. (El) is a solution
of the purely elastic case as given in [2].
Combination ^/\ (u^= b, v = -ib)
Making use of the properties cosh -ibx = cosh ibx = cos bx
and sinh -ibx = - sinh ibx = - i sin bx , equation (El) is readily
received .
The other two combinations' (u,= -b, v^ = ib and u = -b, v- -ib)
when inserted into W(x) yield the same result given in (El).
We will now check that (El) is a solution to the elastic beam as
given in [2] .
The differential equation is
W""
-
b4
W = 0, where W = W(x), 0 < x < L
The boundary conditions are
W = 0 and W = 0 at x = 0
W"
= 0 and
W" '
= 0 at x = L
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Let us compute the required derivatives.
W'(x) = k^b [s(L) (sinh bx + sin bx) - c(L) (cosh bx - b cos bx)]
where
s(L) = sin bL + sinh bL
c(L) = cosh bL + cos bL
k^ = k/)/s(L) = W"(0)/2b (sin bL + sinh bL)
1
W"(x) = k b [s(L) (cosh bx + cos bx) - c(L) (sinh bx + sin bx)]
3
W'"(x) = k^b [s(L) (sinh bx - sin bx) - c(L) (cosh bx + cos bx)]
4
W '(x) = k-b [s(L) (cosh bx - cos bx) - c(L) (sinh bx - sin bx)]
W (x) = b^W(x)
From the above equation we see that the differential equation for
the purely elastic case is satisfied.
We will now check that the solution satisfies the four boundary
conditions .
1. W = 0 atx=0
W(0) = k;L[s(L) (1 - 1) - c(L) (0 - 0)] = 0
2.W'=0 at x = 0
W'(0) = k^b [s(L) (0 + 0) - c(L) (1 - 1)] = 0
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3. W"L = 0 atx = L
2.
W"(L) - k^b [s(L) (cos bL + cosh bL) - c(L) (sinh bL + sin bL)]
W"(L) = k^b [s(L) c(L) - c(L) s(L)] = 0
4.W'"
=0 at x = L
W'
'(L) = k b [s(L) (sinh bL - sin bL) - c(L) (cosh bL + cos bL)]
Insertion of s(L) = sinh bL + sin bL and c(L) = cosh bL + cos bL
into W'''(L), yields after manipulation
W'"(L) = k^b [-(cosh bL - bL) - (sinLbL + cosZbL)
- 2 cosh bL cos bL]
2.
_ 2 1
Observe that cosh bL - sinh bL = 1 and sin bL + cos bL = 1
These two identities when inserted in W'''(L) lead to
W'"(L) = kzb*[-l - 1 - 2 cosh bL cos bL]
= - 2k2_b [1 + coshbL cos bL] = 0
The above equation is identically zero by virtue of the fact that
the quantity in brackets is the characteristic equation for the
purely elastic cantilever beam [2].
In conclusion, we showed that upon removal of the viscoelastic
term cG from the multilayer system roots u and v the following is
observed:
1. The multilayer beam response y(x,t) reduces to that of a
Purely elastic beam.
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2. The characteristic equation of the multilayer beam
reduces to that of a purely elastic beam.
3. The boundary conditions of the multilayer beam reduce to
those of the purely elastic beam.
4. The multilayer beam response y(x,t) satisfies all of the
boundary conditions of the purely elastic beam upon setting the
viscoelastic term cG equal to zero.
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APPENDIX F
F- 1 Comments about, the computer program
The program is written to accomplish two tasks. The first task
is to evaluate the complex frequencies u and v. The second task is
to use the values of the complex frequencies to plot the response of
the system as a function of both position and time.
The program is written in Turbo-Pascal. The first part of the
program defines the constants and the variables. The inversion count
is used to account for the various combinations of the roots u , v
which appear in both the characteristic equation and the final
solution y(x,t). The following part of the program defines the
hyperbolic sine, cosine and the exponential functions. After making
these definitions, a plotting routine is written with scaling so that
the plots would fit on the monitor screen. The evaluation of the
complex frequencies is carried out in the program using the algorithm
given in the computational example. The program is based on the
assumption that the imaginary part of the shear modulus is so small
in comparison to its real part that it is ignored.
The program is designed to plot the response of the compound beam
at the position x = 10 inches. The chosen frequency range is
compatible with the restrictions and concerns reported in the
discussion. The thickness of the viscoelastic material is varied from
0.10 to 5.0 inches while maintaining the thickness of the
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constraining layer at 0.01 inches. The central layer is chosen to
have a 0.10 x 1.0 section. Note that the assumption of the
constraining layers being thin in comparison to the central layer is
maintained .
The second program is basically identical to the first program,
with the exception of the computational algorithm used for the
evaluation of u^/v.iX. To check the effect of the constraining and
viscoelastic
layers'
thicknesses on the response of the system, both
h2 and h^ are set as input variables to be supplied the program
before every run. The frequency range and increment are set as
variables to be input in a similar way as h and h .
The thickness of the central layer is arbitrarily set equal to
0.10 inches, and to maintain the assumption that the constraining
layers are thin in comparison to the central layer, they are chosen
to be 0.01 inches or h. /h. = 10 .
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F.2.A FIRST PROGRAM T.TpTTHPT
program analysis (input, output, uv filtli
const
L - 10. 0i
h2 - 5.0 j
h2_doublad - 10. 0;
vtr
C,
e.
ti3,
h3_doublad,
r_ovar_2,
oaaga,
oaagaO,
q_root_r_ovar_2 ,
coi.thtti,
cos_alpha,
Ui
v,
quation.rasult,
*
A,
t,
u.squarad,
v.squarad,
"L,
vL,
ux,
VX,
UV,
coah.uL,
COSh_vL.
Binh_uL,
inh_vL,
axp_uL,
xp_vLi
raalf
invtrsion_count t
intagari
uv_f ilst
toxt|
function sinh (xi raal ) i raal |
bag in
sinh i- 0.5 (axp <x> - 1 / axp Cx)>
ndj
function cosh (xs mill rmml j
bag in
cosh 0.5 (axp (x) ? 1 / axp <x>)
and;
function pon (basa, axponanti raal ) i raal I
bagin
Pom - oxp (In (basa) axponant)
and|
procadura draw.axas (x, oaagaO, h2, hSi raal ) |
var
it 1..4|
,in
CIrBert
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MiRasi
MIRasColor (7>|
^;j:i: : 4in h2 - h2,52- -- ***w
*W * " I to 4 do writalni
writaln (' 31n')|
for 1 I- 1 to 4 do writaln,
writaln ( 2in')|
for 1 t- 1 to 4 do writalni
writaln C Un)|
for i i- 1 to 4 do writalni
writaln
('
0in')|
writ* (
"
,
*" *" S
Draw (50, 20, 50, 1BO, 7)|
Draw (SO, 20, 55, 20, 7)|
Draw (50, *0, 55, A0, 7)|
Draw (50, 140, 55, 140, 7)|
Draw (50, ISO, 55, 1B0, 7) |
Draw (SO, 180, AOO, 1B0, 7>|
for i I* 1 to A do
Draw (5O+*0*l, I7B, 5+vO*i , 1B2, 7)
ndj
proctdurt plotjpoint (valua, ti raal ) %
yt*r
m, yt intagari
bag in
if (abs (valua) <- 4.0) than
bag in
y I* round (valua / 4.0 160) |
y - 1B0 ? -1 y|
a i" round (t / A.O 540) |
a i 50 ? x|
Plot (x, y, 7)
and
ndj
bag in
assign (uv.fi la, *uv_f i la. out ' ) %
rawrita (uv i\\m)\
writ* Ch3? *|
raadln (h3)|
writa Cm? ')|
raadln (x)|
hS.doublad I- 2 h3|
oaagaO I- 5.B4977SE4
art ((1 ? pow (hS.doublad, 3)) / (1 ? h3_doublad> ) j
draw_axas (x, oatagaO, h2, h3) |
ooaga l.Oj
whila (owaga < 10.0) do
begin
C i- (1 ? (1.05 / h2 doublad)) (1 / 2.50OA2SE6)|
B - BOO.O pow (ooaga / 20.0, 0.23*1 >t
~jbvtJ2 C B / 2|
q_root_r_ovar_2 " oqrt (r_ovar_2>|
cos.thati- cos (arctan (2 oaaga / (oaagaO * C B)>)|
co*_alph i- cos (arctan (1 / sqrt (cos.thata) ) >|
U i" q_root_r_ovar_2 sqrt (1*1/ cos_thata>|
v q_r,oot_r_ovar^2 (1 / cos_alpha)|
u.squarad aqr (u) |
v.oquarad aqr (v)|
uL u L|
v. ; v ? I;
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UV I" U V|
xp_uL axp (uL>|
xp.vL - axp (vL) |
cosh.uL i- cosh (uL)|
COSh.vL cosh (vL) |
Sinh_uL i* sinh (uL) |
inh.vL I* sinh (vL) |
quation.rasult i-
(sqr (u.squarad) ? sqr (v.squarad))
(cosh.uL cosh.vL) - uv (u.squarad ? v.squarad)
(sinh.uL sinh.vL) - (2 u.squarad v_squarad)|
if (aquation.rasult < 0.0OOO01) than
bagin
writaln (uv_fila)|
writaln (uv.fila, 'oaagai ', oaaga) |
writaln (uv_4ila, *h2s ', h2)|
writaln (uvjilt, 'oaagaOi ', oaagaO)|
writaln (uv.tila, *(u,v> - C, u, ',', v, '>')|
At- (u_squarad cosh.uL - v.squarad eosh_vL> /
(u * sinh_uL v sinh_vL)|
ux I" u xj
vx I" v xj
t l- 0.0}
whila (t <- 6.0) do
bagin
quation_ra*ult i
axp (-1 omaga t) / (u.squarad
- v_squarad>
(cosh (ux) - cosh (vx) -
A (v sinh (ux) - u sinh (vx)) / uv)|
plot.point(aquation.rasult, t)|
t i-~t ? O.OOl
and
ndj
rga t" oataga ? 1.0
ndj
closa (uv_ila>
and.
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F.2.B. SECOND PROGRAM T.TfiTTfjq
prnfiraa analysis (input, output, uv_fii#)|
eont
L a JO.Oj
x 10.0|
telerarica a O.OOlp
tising.rasolution O.OOOlj
C,
6,
h2,
h3,
r,
r.ovr_2,
radical ,
D**pa,
0n9*_lOn,
om*fJ_hj cth,
oga_i ncramant ,
Og0,
q_root_r_ovar_2 ,
u,
v,
actuation rasult,
A,
t,
u.ftquarvd ,
v_aquarad,
uL,
vL,
ux,
vx,
uv,
comh_uL,
i 1 nh_uL ,
*inh_vL,
rrp.uL,
>rp_vLl
raal |
invartion_eounti
intagari
uv_<iiai
taxti
function sinh (xi raal ) i raal j
bag in
lnh i- o.S (axp (x) - l / axp (k>)
tnd|
Junction cosh (xi raal > i raal |
"gin
eoh o.5 (axp (x) ? l / axp (x))
and j
^ction pow (basa, xpononti raaDi raal |
pow i* Bxp (i <baaa> axponant)
and |
rocadur draw.axas (x, oaragaO, oaaga.low. oaaga.hiph, h2, hSt raal ) |
.
*' t..4|
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Clr6cr|
^iRa-sCelPr (7)|
xtriteln
(' Brsph for x - t xi4il, *| omagaO ', oaagaO, *|')|
Wrlta C h2 >', h2i62, '| h3 -', h3i6i2, *| oaaga rt\~m - >
Britain (o*aga_1oi4il, '...', oaraga_highi4s 1) |
~
Britain C 4in')|
for 1 i- 1 to 4 do writalni
vWtaln
(' 3in')|
for i i 1 to 4 do. writalni
Writaln
(' 21n')|
for 1 i* 1 to 4 do writalni
Britain
('
lin')|
for i i* 1 to 4 do writalni
Writaln (' 01n')|
wrlta (
<> 0.5s Is 1.5s 2s 2.5s 3s'
>l
Draw (5.0, 20, 50, 180, 7)|
Draw (50, 20, 55, 20, 7>|
Draw (50, A0, 55, 60, 7>|
Draw (50, 140, 55, 140, 7>|
Draw (50, 16>>, 55, ISO, 7)|
Draw (SO, 180, A00, 180, 7)}
for i i" 1 to A do
Draw (30*90*i , 178, 30*90i , 1B1', 7)
fndj
Pfocadura plot.polnt (valua, ti raal ) i
*r
x, yi intagari
bagin
14 (ahs (valua) < 4.0) than
bagin
y i" round (valua / 4.0 160) j
y I* 180 ? -1 yj
m i round (t / 3.0 540) |
x i" 30 * k|
riot (x, y, 7)
and
and |
bagin
assign <uv_ila, *uv_ila.out ' ) |
rawrita (uv_ila)|
writa Ch2? '))
raadln (h2)|
writa Ch3? ')
raadln (h3> |
wrlta ( 'oaaga low, omaga high, oataga lncram*nt? ')|
raadln (oaga_low, aaga_high, o*aga_incraant) |
omagaO I* 5.84977SE4 sqVt ((O.OOt 2 pow (h3, 3) / (0. 1 ? 2 h3)>|
dr in <K, omagaO, oaaga_low, *oaaga_high, h2, h3)|
oaaga i o*aga_lo*|
whlla (ooaga < onaga.high) do
bagin
C l (0.01 ? 0.2 ? h2 ? 0.1 h3> /
(SaA h2 (0.001 ? 2 pow (h3, 3))>|
B0O.O pow (otaaga / 20.0, 0.2341) |
r i* C S|
r_ovar_2 ! r / 2|
radical " aqr <r) - 4 sqr (otaaga / oraagaO) |
if (radical < 0) than
radical - 0
lsa
radical - sqrt (radical) / 2|
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u := eqrt (r_over_2 ? radical);
v i" sqrt (r_ovar_2 - radical )|
u_aquarad i aqr <u>|
v_squrad i- sqr <v> j
uL i- u L|
vL i" v L|
uv i- u v|
a>-p_uL i- axp (uL)|
axp_vL axp (vL) j
cosh_uL i cosh (uL)|
cosh_vL i" cosh <vL)j
sinh_uL i sinh <uL)j
sinh_vL i" sinh (vL) j
quation_rasult
(sqr (u.squarad) ? sqr (v_squarad)>
(cosh_uL cosh_vL) - uv # (u.squarad ? v.squarad)
(sinh_uL a. sinh_vL) - (2 u_squarad v_aquarad)|
if <aquation_rasult < tolaranca) than
bagin
writfln (uv_+il)j
writaln <uv_4ila, 'omagai ', omega) j
writaln (uv_<ila, 'h2i ', h2) j
writaln <uv_4ila, 'omagaOi ', omagaO) j
writeln (uv_4ila>, *(u,v) (', u, ',', v, ')')|
A i" <u_squarad co*h_uL - v_squarad cosh_vL> /
(u sinh_uL - v sinh_vL)|
UK i u * j
vx I" v K|
t i- O.Oj
whila (t <- 3.0) do
bagin
aquation_raault t"
axp (-1 * omaga a t> / (u_squarad
- v_squarad)
(cosh (ux) - coah (vx) -
A (v sinh (u::) - u a sinh (vx)) / uv) j
plot_point (aquation_raault, t)|
t t ? timing_rasolution
and
ndj
omaga i" omaga ? omaga_incramant
and |
closa (uv_fila>
and.
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